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express stillness, but when in motion the ex-
press vertical motion, as seen in falling
water, rain and snow.
Horizontal lines are the "sleep" lines, and
suggest repose; but when in motion they ex-
press horizontal motion, as in ripples in still
water.
Oblique line are the "go" lines, and ex-
 at least, in the learning of action should be
from the copy. An excellent plan is as
follows:
First: Learn how to express the action
from the copy; that is, learn the mechanical
process—the lines that represent action and
the method of using them.
Second:    Use the action thus learned in
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press movement more than any other kind of
line.
Curved lines are the "grace" lines. They
express graceful movement and harmonious
action.
Parallel lines are the "order" lines. They
express order. When the hair is combed, the
lines are made parallel. Parallel lines when
in motion express uniform motion.
Angular lines are "discord" lines. They
are the lines of disorder and express violent
action, as in explosion; awkward action, as
in clumsy movement; and disorder, as in
untidy hair,
Method of Teaching Action. Action is
taught through the copy. It is practically
impossible for the average draughtsman to
learn action through the object that expresses
the action. There is not a movement of an
object, or animal, so slow that it can be
grasped by a learner to the extent that he
can transfer it to paper; hence, first efforts,
 memory and imaginative work until the ac-
tion can be represented with some degree of
facility.
Third: Use direct observation to verify,
correct and perfect the action until it can be
represented with both facility and accuracy.
These three steps are not widely separate, but
may occur in the same lesson.
Por example, we will choose the action of
running. There are many phases of running,
but perhaps that represented in A, Pig. 14,
is as simple as can be made. Learn this
action by carefully copying A, and then for
practice, draw an Indian boy running, B;
then a Chinese boy, C; a sailor boy, D; and
a soldier boy, E.
Then take another phase of running, as
shown in P. In this phase the knee joint
is represented by a space. A space can rep-
resent an idea as well as a line. To learn
this, first carefully copy the action; then rep-
resent a summer boy, P, running; then a

